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AIA (FITF) Indicator Training 
For Examiners  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Accessibility Note: Recorded materials in this CBT may not exactly match the contents of the slides in this presentation. Welcome to the First Inventor to File AIA indicator training.As background, the first inventor to file provision of the America Invents Act (AIA) became effective on March 16, 2013 and introduced a new statutory framework for applying prior art to determine the patentability of a claimed invention.  You learned about this framework in the First Inventor to File Overview Training in March and in the comprehensive training this summer. All applications pending at the USPTO can be classified generally into two categories, pre-AIA first to invent applications or AIA first inventor to file applications.   Therefore, it is important to familiarize yourself with how a determination is made in each application as to whether it is a “pre-AIA application, or an “AIA” application.  This CBT presents information that will explain how that determination is made so that each application is examined under the correct statutory framework.



 
AIA (FITF) Indicator Status is 
Critical for Examination 
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• AIA (FITF) indicator status identifies which prior art 

framework will be applied to the application during 
examination (i.e., pre-AIA or AIA law) 
 

• Correct AIA (FITF) indicator status is necessary for 
OACS to display the proper form paragraphs 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The AIA indicator status identifies whether an application should be examined under the pre-AIA 'first to invent' or AIA 'first to file' statutory framework.Depending on the AIA indicator status, OACS will provide either pre-AIA or AIA form paragraphs to use during the examination of an application. A correct AIA Indicator status is thus necessary for OACS to display the proper form paragraphs for a given application.



AIA (FITF) Indicator Status:  
TC AIA Specialist & Examiner Roles 

• TC AIA Specialist is responsible for updating the AIA 
(FITF) indicator status when necessary 
– TC Specialists are trained to determine the correct status 

and how to change the status if needed (e.g. to correct errors 
in status). 

• Examiners should be aware: 
– The AIA indicator status of an application can change over 

time.  This should be a rare occurrence. 
– If an examiner has a question about the indicator status of a 

particular application, or observes an inconsistency in the 
indicator status, the examiner should consult a TC AIA 
Specialist. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The TC AIA Specialists are responsible for updating an AIA (FITF) indicator status for an application when necessary.  The TC AIA Specialists have been trained to determine the correct AIA indicator status for an application and how to change the status of the AIA indicator when needed (e.g. when it changes during prosecution).Examiners should be aware that:	 -In certain, rare, situations the AIA indicator status for an application 	can change.		-If an examiner has a question concerning the AIA indicator status of a 	particular application, or observes an inconsistency in the indicator 	status, the examiner should consult with a TC AIA Specialist to 	determine the correct status and if any action to change the status is 	needed.



Topics for Discussion 

• Review of the AIA (FITF) Indicator (“AIA Indicator”) in 
eDAN and PALM 
 

• Determining AIA (First Inventor to File) Status 
 

• Situations Where the AIA Indicator May Need to be 
Updated 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With this background in place, we will now discuss the topics listed on this Roadmap slide.  You'll see it again as we reach each topic.  We'll start off with a review of the AIA (FITF) indicator (hereinafter “AIA Indicator”) in eDAN and PALM. 



Identification of an AIA (FITF) 
Application in eDAN and PALM 

• Look in PALM (Application Number Information page) or eDAN 
(application or docket view) for one of these AIA indicators: 

   

  "AIA (FITF)" or 
  "AIA (First Inventor to File)" 
 

– "YES" = AIA application   
 

– "NO" = pre-AIA application 
 

• Software will set the status of the AIA indicators in the eDAN and 
PALM records before an application is placed on an examiner's 
docket.   
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
An examiner will be able to tell the current status for a given application by looking at the AIA indicator in eDAN or PALM.  eDAN and PALM will provide the current status of the AIA indicator, which will indicate  either “Yes”, if the application is a FITF application (hereinafter “AIA application”)  or “No” if the application is a FTI application (hereinafter “pre-AIA application”).You can rely on the AIA indicator dsplayed in eDAN and PALM for the current status during examination.   Software will set the status of the AIA indicator in the eDAN and PALM records before the application is placed on the examiner’s docket.Please be aware that the AIA indicator may change in certain situations as mentioned earlier, but we anticipate that this should be a relatively rare situation.On the next few slides, we have screenshots from both eDAN and PALM to show you where to look for the AIA indicator.



AIA Indicator in eDAN Docket View 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a screenshot from eDAN in the Docket View for several applications.  As shown on this screenshot, this particular examiner has only one AIA application, where the AIA indicator is set to “YES.”  It appears in the fourth row.If the AIA (FITF) column in your eDAN display is not next to the application number column, moving columns is easy in eDAN.For instructions on how to move columns in eDAN, please see Faile email dated June 24, 2013 on  FITF Indicators in eDAN and PALM, which is available on the internal AIA microsite.



AIA Indicator in eDAN Application View 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a screenshot from eDAN in the Application View.  The AIA indicator is shown in the red box.  As you can see in the red box for this application, the AIA status of this application is listed as “No”.  Therefore, this application is a pre-AIA application.



AIA Indicator in PALM Application 
Number Information Page 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving from eDAN to PALM, here is a screenshot in the Application Number Information page.  The location of the AIA indicator is shown in the red oval.  There the AIA indicator status of each application will be listed as either “No” for a pre-AIA application or “Yes” for an AIA application.As you can see in the red oval here, this application is an AIA application since the AIA indicator is listed as “Yes.”



• Review of the AIA (FITF) Indicator (“AIA Indicator”) in 
eDAN and PALM 
 

• Determining AIA (First Inventor to File) Status 
 

• Situations Where the AIA Indicator May Need to be 
Updated 

 

Topics for Discussion 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the previous slides, we discussed how you will find the AIA indicator status for an application in eDAN and PALM.  We will now go over in detail how the Office determines the AIA indicator status of a particular application before the application is placed on an examiner’s docket (in other words, before status 30).



 

• The First Inventor to File (FITF) provisions of the AIA, which became 
effective on March 16, 2013: 
 
─ DO NOT apply to applications filed before March 16, 2013 

(these applications are always pre-AIA (First to Invent or FTI) 
applications); and 
 

─ Apply to certain applications filed on or after March 16, 2013. 
 

 
Note:  The U.S.  filing date of 371 national stage applications is the 
international filing date, not the 371(c) date. 

 
   

 
 

Determining AIA (First Inventor 
to File) Status 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first inventor to file provisions of the AIA became effective on March 16, 2013 and do not apply to applications filed before March 16, 2013.  Therefore, all applications filed before March 16, 2013 are pre-AIA (FTI) applications.Certain applications filed on or after March 16, 2013 are subject to the first inventor to file provisions of the AIA.  We will discuss these applications on the next slide.Note the U.S. filing date of 371 national stage applications is the international filing date, not the 371(c) date.  Please keep in mind that applications filed on or after September 16, 2012 and before March 16, 2013 are subject to the new oath/dec provisions of the AIA, but are not subject to the first inventor to file provisions of the AIA.  These applications are pre-AIA (FTI) applications.



• An application, filed on or after March 16, 2013, is an AIA (FITF) 
application if: 
 

─ the application contains or ever contained a claim to an invention that 
has an effective filing date that is on or after March 16, 2013 (even if 
all such claims have now been cancelled);  

 

OR 
 

─ the application is ever a CON, CIP, or DIV of an earlier application 
that contained at any time a claim having an effective filing date that is 
on or after March 16, 2013 (even if the domestic benefit claim is later 
deleted).   
 

 
 
   

 
 

Determining AIA (First Inventor 
to File) Status (cont.) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The AIA lays out two situations for when an application filed on or after March 16, 2013, is an AIA (FITF) application.  The first situation is that the application contains, or ever contained, a claim to an invention that has an effective filing date that is on or after 3/16/2013.The second situation is that the application is ever a CON, DIV, or CIP of an earlier application that ever contained a claim having an effective filing date that is on or after 3/16/13.If an application fits into either situation, then the application is an AIA application and is subject to examination under the FITF provisions of the AIA. Note that this determination is the same even if:The claim to an invention with an effective filing date on or after March 16, 2013 has now been cancelled; and/orThe claim for domestic benefit to an earlier AIA application has been deleted.



 
• The AIA definition of “effective filing date” (EFD) in 35 U.S.C. 100(i), 

which takes foreign priority into account, is used to determine whether 
any application, filed on or after March 16, 2013, is an AIA (FITF) or a 
pre-AIA (FTI) application.   
 

• If an application filed on or after March 16, 2013 is determined to be a 
pre-AIA application, the pre-AIA definition of EFD, which does not take 
foreign priority into account, is used for examination. 

 
 
   

 
 

Determining AIA (First Inventor 
to File) Status (Cont.) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The AIA definition of the term “effective filing date” in new 35 U.S.C. 100(i), which takes foreign priority into account,  is used to determine whether any application, filed on or after March 16, 2013, is an AIA (FITF) application or a pre-AIA (FTI) application.  This definition was explained in the First Inventor to File Definitions video available on the internal AIA microsite.If an application filed on or after March 16, 2013 is determined to be a pre-AIA application, the pre-AIA definition of EFD, which does not take foreign priority into account, is used for examination.



Determining AIA (First Inventor 
to File) Status (Cont.) 
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• What does “contains or ever contained a claim” with an effective 
filing date on or after March 16, 2013 mean? 

 
─ An application is considered to contain or to have ever 

contained such a claim if there is at least one claim having an 
effective filing date on or after March 16, 2013, that is: 

 
◊ pending and under consideration, or 
◊ withdrawn, or 
◊ now cancelled. 

 
─ Claims presented but not entered do not affect the AIA 

indicator status of an application. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we will discuss what it means for an application filed on or after March 16, 2013 to “contain or to ever contain a claim” having an effective filing date on or after March 16, 2013 in order to determine whether the First Inventor to File provisions apply.An application is considered to “contain or to have ever contained such a claim” if there is at least one claim with an effective filing date on or after 3/16/2013 that is:	 (1) pending and under consideration,  	 (2) withdrawn, or 	 (3) now cancelled. In other words, a claim having an effective filing date on or after 3/16/2013 does not necessarily have to be pending and under consideration in order for the First Inventor to File provisions to apply to an application.Notably, claims presented, but not entered, do not affect the AIA indicator status of an application.



Determining AIA (First Inventor to 
File) Status (Cont.) 
 • What does “contains or ever contained a claim” with an effective 

filing date on or after March 16, 2013 mean? (cont.) 
 
– An application is considered NOT to contain or to have ever 

contained such a claim if all claims entered have an effective 
filing date before March 16, 2013.   
 

–  Note:  A claim with an effective filing date on or after 
March 16, 2013 that is cancelled on the same day that it is 
filed is considered to have not ever been presented.  This is 
consistent with previous practice. 

 
• A claim that comprises new matter, filed on or after March 16, 

2013 in a pre-AIA application, will not change the status from 
pre-AIA to AIA, regardless of the filing date of the application.   
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In contrast to the previous slide, an application is considered not to contain or to have ever contained a claim with an effective filing date on or after 3/16/13 if all the claims entered have an effective filing date before March 16, 2013.   A claim with an effective filing date on or after March 16, 2013 that is cancelled on the same day that it is filed is considered to have not ever been presented.  This is consistent with previous practice.For example, an application was filed on March 16, 2013 and claims domestic benefit to a nonprovisional application filed before March 16, 2013.  Claims 1-5 are supported by the earlier filed nonprovisional application, and claims 6-10 are not supported by the earlier filed nonprovisional application.  Applicant realizes that he made a mistake by adding new subject matter in claims 6-10 and cancels claims 6-10 on the same day of filing.  In this situation, this application does not have a claim with an effective filing date on or after March 16, 2013 because claims 6-10 were cancelled on the day of filing and therefore are considered to have not ever been presented.  The application is thus a pre-AIA application.A claim filed on or after March 16, 2013 comprising new matter will not change the status of an application from pre-AIA to AIA, regardless of the filing date of the application. (Note to presenter: 35 U.S.C. 132 and 35 U.S.C. 112(a) prohibit new matter in the application). 



• An application filed on or after March 16, 2013 will be either an AIA 
application or a pre-AIA application, but not both. 
 

• However, in rare circumstances, all claims in an AIA application may 
also be subject to pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102(g) (for an interference 
proceeding or an ex parte rejection) if the AIA application: 

 
─ contains or ever contained a claim with an effective filing date 

before March 16, 2013;  
 
or  
 
─ claims or ever claimed domestic benefit to an application 

containing at any time such a claim 
 

 

AIA and pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102(g):  
It Will Be RARE 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
An application filed on or after March 16, 2013 will be either an AIA application or a pre-AIA application, but not both.However, in rare circumstances, all claims in an AIA application may also be subject to pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102(g) (for an interference proceeding or an ex parte rejection) if the AIA application:contains or ever contained a claim with an effective filing date before March 16, 2013; or claims or ever claimed domestic benefit to an application containing at any time such a claimThis provision relating to interference proceedings under pre-AIA 102(g) may affect a number of continuing application with a parent filed before 3/16/2013 for some time to come.  Given that pre-AIA interference proceedings are relatively rare,  this should not be a common occurrence for these continuing applications.  If an examiner has this situation, he/she should consult the TC interference specialist.The point of this provision is that Congress did not want applicant to avoid an interference proceeding by merely filing a CIP application on or after March 16, 2013..



Application Types Used to Determine 
When AIA (FITF) Applies 
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Filed on or after 3/16/2013 
and 

ALL foreign priority or  
domestic benefit claims, if any, 

are to an appln filed   
on or after 3/16/2013 

Filed on or after 3/16/2013 
and  

AT LEAST ONE foreign 
priority or domestic benefit 

claim to an appln filed  
before 3/16/2013 

Filed before 3/16/2013 

 
“pure” pre-AIA 
(First to Invent) 

application 

transition 
application 

 
“pure” AIA  

(First Inventor  
to File)  

application 

. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The important take home from this slide is that there are three application types used to determine when AIA (FITF) applies during examination.The left bucket, featured in white, shows nonprovisional applications having a U.S. filing date before March 16, 2013.  As discussed previously, the first inventor to file provisions of the AIA do not apply to these applications and they must always be pre-AIA application.  Therefore, we refer to them as “pure” pre-AIA (First to Invent) applications.  Nothing will make this application an AIA application, including claims filed on or after March 16, 2013 containing new matter or the filing of an RCE.  It is important to keep in mind that the international filing date is the U.S. filing date for a 371 national stage application.  Over time, the number of these applications on an examiner’s docket will diminish.The right bucket, featured in black, shows nonprovisional applications having a U.S. filing date on or after March 16, 2013 with either (i) no domestic benefit or foreign priority claims, or (ii) domestic benefit or foreign priority claims only to applications filed on or after March 16, 2013. Since all entered claims in these applications have an effective filing date on or after March 16, 2013, these applications must always be AIA applications and therefore we refer to these as  “pure” AIA (First Inventor to File) applications. Over time, these will be the majority of the applications on an examiner’s docket.The middle bucket, featured in gray, shows nonprovisional applications having a U.S. filing date on or after March 16, 2013 with at least one domestic benefit or foreign priority claim to an application filed before March 16, 2013.  We refer to these as “transition” applications.  Domestic benefit applications include (i) provisional applications; (ii) international applications that designate the U.S.; and (iii) U.S. nonprovisional applications. Foreign priority applications include foreign applications and international applications designating at least one country other than the United States.  Transition applications can be either a pre-AIA or an AIA application depending on the effective filing date of the claims in the application.  We will discuss this concept in greater detail later in the presentation.



Alternative Illustration of the Application Types 
Used to Determine When AIA (FITF) Applies  

 
•     
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“PURE”  
AIA (FIRST INVENTOR TO FILE) APPLICATION 

U.S. filing date  
on or after March 16, 2013 

 and ALL 
foreign priority or domestic benefit claims  

(if present) to an application filed 
on or after March 16, 2013 

“PURE” 
PRE-AIA (FIRST TO INVENT) 

APPLICATION 
U.S. filing date  

before March 16, 2013 
 

TRANSITION APPLICATION 
U.S. filing date on or after March 16, 2013  

AND  
AT LEAST ONE  

foreign priority or domestic benefit claim  
to an application filed  

before March 16, 2013 

March 16, 2013 

Priority or benefit date U.S. filing date 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides an alternative illustration of the previous slide using a timeline to show the three application types used to determine when AIA (FITF) applies during examination.The red line in the middle of the  timeline marks the March 16, 2013 effective date of the first inventor to file provisions of the AIA.As shown on the left side of the timeline, applications filed before March 16, 2013 must always be pre-AIA applications (or “pure” pre-AIA applications).As shown on the right side of the timeline, applications filed on or after March 16, 2013 with either no domestic benefit or foreign priority claims or only domestic benefit or foreign priority claims to applications filed on or after March 16, 2013 must always be AIA applications (or “pure” AIA applications).As shown in the middle of the timeline, transition applications are applications filed on or after March 16, 2013  with at least one domestic benefit or foreign priority claim to an application filed before March 16, 2013.  These are applications that straddle the line marked by the  March 16, 2013 effective date of the FITF provisions.



Transition Applications 

• “Transition Applications” = Nonprovisional applications that are: 
i. filed on or after March 16, 2013; and 
ii. claim foreign priority to, or domestic benefit of, an 

application filed before March 16, 2013.  
 

• Transition applications may be either pre-AIA applications or 
AIA applications depending on the effective filing date of the 
claims in the application.   
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will now focus on the transition applications discussed on the previous slides.  Transition applications are  nonprovisional applications filed on or after March 16, 2013 that claim foreign priority to or domestic benefit of an application filed before March 16, 2013.  Transition applications may be either pre-AIA applications or AIA applications depending on the effective filing date of the claims in the application.  



Transition Applications May Contain a 
1.55/1.78 Statement 
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• If applicant files a statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 (“the 
1.55/1.78 statement”) in a transition application indicating 
that the application contains or ever contained a claim to an 
invention having an effective filing date on or after March 16, 
2013, the software will set the AIA indicator to YES before 
examination. 

 
─ Rule 55 relates to foreign priority claims 
─ Rule 78 relates to domestic benefit claims 

 
• A 1.78 statement in a child transition application is not 

needed if a parent contains a 1.55/1.78 statement.  The 
software will set the AIA indicator of the child transition 
application to YES before examination. 
 

 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Office has provided a mechanism for applicant  to  indicate whether a transition application contains a claim with an effective filing date on or after March 16, 2013.Specifically, an applicant can file a statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or under 37 CFR 1.78 to indicate that the transition application contains a pre-March 16th foreign priority claim or pre-March 16th domestic benefit claim, respectively, and that the transition application contains or ever contained a claim with an effective filing date on or after March 16, 2013.If the applicant files a 1.55/1.78 statement, the software will set the AIA indicator to YES before examination.There is one instance when a 1.78 statement is not needed for a transition application.  If a parent application contains a 1.55/1.78 statement, then a 1.78 statement is not needed in the child transition application.  In that situation, the software will set the AIA indicator of the child transition application to YES before examination.



• Updated versions of the application data sheet 
(ADS -- Form PTO/AIA/14) and the transmittal 
letter for 371 national stage filing (Form PTO-
1390) are available for an applicant to make the 
1.55/1.78 statement by marking a check box on 
the forms.   
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Forms for Making a 1.55/1.78 Statement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
READ SLIDEOn the next slide, we have a  screenshot of an ADS form to show the location of the 1.55/1.78 statement check box.



Application Data Sheet with         
1.55/1.78 Statement Check Box 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the check box on the ADS for the 1.55/1.78 statement for AIA (First Inventor  to File) transition applications.  Applicant is notified on the ADS that by providing this statement by selecting the check box, an application with a filing date on or after March 16, 2013 will be examined under the first inventor to file provisions of the AIA.  The note you see at the bottom of the box is only in the revised version of the ADS.



Making or Rescinding a 1.55/1.78 Statement 
Using a Separate Paper 

• If applicant does not select the 1.55/1.78 statement check box 
on the ADS, applicant may provide the statement in a separate 
document. 
 

• Applicant may also rescind an erroneous 1.55/1.78 statement 
in a separate document.   

 

• To index the above separate documents correctly when filing 
online, applicant must select the document description 
“Make/Rescind AIA (First Inventor to File) 1.55/1.78 Stmnt.” 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
READ SLIDEThis slide shows a screenshot of the document code and the document description that applicants must use for indexing  the 1.55/1.78 statement or rescission.  We will discuss what happens if the applicant selects the wrong document code later in this training.The  1.55/1.78 statement is reflected in the PALM content information for the application and on the filing receipt.Let’s take a look at those screenshots.



1.55/1.78 Statement Recorded in PALM 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows a screenshot of how a 1.55/1.78 statement is recorded in PALM.This PALM transaction code is entered by the Office of Patent Application Processing (OPAP) when a 1.55/1.78 statement is filed by an applicant.



1.55/1.78 Statement Shown on  
Filing Receipt 
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Doc Code 
in IFW 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide provides a  screenshot of a filing receipt showing that a 1.55/1.78 statement was filed.On top of the slide, we have a screenshot for what the doc code in the IFW looks like for a filing receipt, which is APP.FILE.RECBelow that, we have a screenshot of the filing receipt.On the filing receipt, after the heading “Statement under 37 CFR 1.55 or 1.78 for AIA (First Inventor to File) Transition Application,”  the status will indicate “YES” if a 1.55/1.78 statement  was made and “NO” if a 1.55/1.78 statement was not made.  Here, you can see that a 1.55/1.78 statement was filed for this application since the status lists YES.



• Review of the AIA (FITF) Indicator (“AIA Indicator”) in 
eDAN and PALM 
 

• Determining AIA (First Inventor to File) Status 
 

• Situations Where the AIA Indicator May Need to be 
Updated 
 

Topics for Discussion 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the previous slides, we discussed how the software sets the AIA indicator before an application is docketed.  We will now discuss situations where the AIA indicator may need to be updated during examination.



 
AIA Indicator May Need to be Updated  
During Examination 
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• TC AIA Specialist will be responsible for any needed AIA indicator 

updates for all applications after status 20 (i.e., after the application is 
released from Pre-Exam) based upon notification from OPAP, PALM 
report, PTAB, examiner, etc. 

 
─ If a TC AIA Specialist receives notice from OPAP, PALM report, or 

PTAB to review the AIA indicator and subsequently changes the 
AIA indicator status, the TC AIA Specialist will notify examiners of 
the status change via: 
◊  email;  

 and  
◊  annotation made in IFW  (e.g., “AIA indicator status changed 

to YES”) next to any paper effecting the change. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned earlier, a TC AIA Specialist is responsible for updating the AIA indicator if necessary after an application is released from Pre-Exam, i.e., after status 20.The TC AIA Specialist may do so after receiving a notification from OPAP, a PALM report, the  PTAB or an examiner. If a TC AIA Specialist updates the AIA indicator during examination, he/she will notify the examiner of the status change in two ways: email to the examiner; AND an annotation in IFW  next to any paper effecting the change.



Examples of Where AIA Indicator Status 
May Be Updated During Examination 
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• 1.55/1.78 statement or rescission made after the case has 
been docketed for examination 

 
• Examiner determines that a transition application without 

a 1.55/1.78 statement contains a claim having an effective 
filing date (EFD) on or after March 16, 2013  

 
• Examiner is persuaded by applicant’s arguments that the 

AIA indicator is incorrect 
 

• Board decision impacts AIA indicator status 
 

• Parent AIA indicator changes 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are various situations that may trigger an AIA indicator update during examination.  This slide offers some examples:READ SLIDE



• If an examiner has one of these situations previously 
discussed, the examiner should consult with the TC AIA 
Specialist. 

• A TC AIA Specialist will determine and/or verify the correct 
AIA indicator status using an AIA Indicator Decision Table 
created by the Office and make any necessary AIA indicator 
update. 

• If you are interested in the AIA Indicator Decision Table, 
please see the Appendix to these slides.  

 
 

 
 

Consulting With TC AIA Specialist 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If an examiner encounters a situation where an AIA indicator update may be needed during examination, the examiner should consult his/her TC AIA Specialist.  The contact names for the TC AIA Specialists are available on the internal AIA microsite.A TC AIA Specialist will determine and/or verify the correct AIA indicator status using an AIA Indicator Decision Table created by the Office and make any necessary AIA indicator update.If you are interested in the AIA Indicator Decision Table, please see the Appendix to these slides. 



Resources and Questions 

• Internal AIA microsite link: 
http://ptoweb.uspto.gov/patents/fitf  
 

• Lead FITF Points of Contact 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additional information regarding the first inventor to file provisions of the AIA can be found on the internal AIA microsite and the link is given on the slide.You may also consult a  Lead FITF Point of Contact if you have any questions regarding this training.  The contact names are given on the next slide.

http://ptoweb.uspto.gov/patents/fitf


Lead FITF Points of Contact 
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Contact Business Unit 
Cassandra Spyrou TC 2600 & 2800 
Chris Grant TC 2100, 2400 & OPT 
Tom Hughes TC 3600, 3700 & CRU 
Kathleen Bragdon TC 1600, 1700 & 2900 
Gerald Leffers OPQA/ TC 1600, 1700 & 2900 
Steve Saras OPQA/ TC 2600 & 2800 

MaryBeth Jones OPQA/ TC 3600, 3700 & CRU 
Don Sparks OPQA/ TC 2100, 2400 & OPT 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the names of your Points of Contact.  ***PAUSE***



 
Thank You! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We hope you found this training to be instructive.  Thank you for your attention.



  
 APPENDIX 
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(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I) (J) 

Fact 
Pattern 

# 

Filing date 
(FD) before 

3/16/13  
(for 371 

national stage 
applications, 
the FD is the 
international 

FD)? 

1.55/1.78 
statement 
present? 

       
  

Any domestic 
benefit claim to 

a case with 
filing date 

before  
3/16/13?   

Any foreign 
priority claim to 

a case with 
filing date 

before 3/16/13? 
  
 
 

Any 
domestic 

benefit claim 
to a parent 

AIA 
application? 

  
        
  

 Any deleted  
 domestic  

 benefit claim   
 to an AIA   

application? 
 

 Determination   
 made that  

 a claim has   
 an  EFD on or  

 after  
 3/16/2013  

 (issue raised  
 during  

 examination)? 

AIA 
(FITF) 

Indicator 
should 

be set to: 

Application 
Type 

 
 
 
 

1 Y Y or N Y or N Y or N N  N  N NO pure  
pre-AIA 

2 N Y or N N N Y or N Y or N Y or N YES pure AIA 

3 N N Y N N  N  N NO transition 

4 N N N Y N  N  N NO transition 

5 N N Y Y N  N  N NO transition 

6 N Y Columns (D) and (E) can be either 
Y or N but both cannot be N Y or N 

 
Y or N 

 

 
Y or N 

 
YES transition 

7 N Y or N Columns (D) and (E) can be either 
Y or N but both cannot be N Y Y or N Y or N YES transition 

8 N Y or N Columns (D) and (E) can be either 
Y or N but both cannot be N Y or N Y Y or N YES transition 

9 N Y or N Columns (D) and (E) can be either 
Y or N but both cannot be N Y or N Y or N  Y YES transition 

AIA Indicator Decision Table 
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The AIA Indicator Decision Table is a summary of all the pertinent criteria used to determine the AIA status of an application and covers all possibilities.Column A describes fact patterns of applications based on the answers to the questions in columns (B)-(H).  In the table, Y means “YES” and N means “NO”.  Column I, highlighted in pink, shows the correct AIA (FITF) indicator status for each fact pattern covered by the table.  The last column, column J, shows the application type covered by each fact pattern.The TC AIA Specialist should answer each of the questions in columns (B)-(H) and use this table as a final check to see if the AIA indicator is in the correct status.Column B asks:  Is the filing date of the application before March 16, 2013?Column C asks:  Is a 1.55/1.78 statement present?Column D asks:  Are there any domestic benefit claims to a case with a filing date before 3/16/2013?Column E asks:  Are there any foreign priority claims to a case with a filing date before 3/16/2013?Column F asks:  Are there any domestic benefit claims to a parent AIA application?Column G asks:  Are there any deleted domestic benefit claims to a parent AIA application?Column H asks:  Was a determination made that a claim has an EFD on or after  3/16/2013 (issue raised during  examination)?For applications filed before March 16, 2013 (as shown for fact pattern #1), where the answer to column B is YES and circled in red, the application is always a pre-AIA application.  This question regarding the filing date of the application is the first and most important question to ask.Applications filed on or after March 16, 2013 are either transition applications or pure AIA applications, which are covered by fact patterns #2 through 9 in the table.  For applications  filed on or after March 16, 2013 where there are no priority or domestic benefit claims to an application filed before March 16, 2013 (Columns D and E are both NO), these applications are always pure AIA applications (fact pattern #2).  Fact patterns 3-5 show transition applications where the AIA indicator is set to NO.  An answer of  YES, circled in red, in either column C (whether a 1.55/1.78 statement was filed), F (whether there is a domestic benefit claim to an AIA parent), G (whether there is a deleted domestic benefit claim to an AIA parent), or H (whether a determination was made that the application contains a claim to an invention with an effective filing date on or after March 16, 2013) is  a controlling factor for transition applications and will make the transition application an AIA application. On the other hand, these columns are not controlling factors for pure-AIA applications covered by fact pattern #2.  For fact pattern #2 which is for a pure-AIA application, the AIA indicator  is always set to YES even if columns (C), (F), (G), and (H) are set to N.



AIA Indicator Decision Table Example 

• Fact pattern for an application in status 20 (information regarding application 
obtained from filing receipts and AIA indicator status for parent obtained from 
PALM): 

– Filing date of application:  April 1, 2013 
– No 1.55/1.78 statement  
– Domestic benefit claim to a nonprovisional filed on January 17, 2013 
– No foreign priority claim 
– No domestic benefit claim to a parent AIA application 
– No deleted benefit claim to an AIA application 
– No determination made that a claim has an EFD on or after March 16, 2013 

 
 
 
            
 
 
            NO          NO           YES              NO              NO            NO            NO            ?               ?                 
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We will now go over an example using the AIA Indicator Decision Table.The following facts for an application in status 20 are obtained from the filing receipts for the application and information regarding parent application from PALMFiling date of application:  April 1, 2013No 1.55/1.78 statement Domestic benefit claim to a nonprovisional filed on January 17, 2013No foreign priority claimNo domestic benefit claim to a parent AIA applicationNo deleted benefit claim to an AIA applicationNo determination was made that a claim has an EFD on or after March 16, 2013The answers to these 7 questions are found under the columns containing these questions.



AIA Indicator Decision Table Example 
(Cont.) 
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We will now consult the AIA Indicator Decision Table based on our answers to the questions in columns (B) through (H).  According to the table, the AIA indicator should be set to NO.   The application is a pre-AIA application, and the application is also a transition application.
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